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The influence or electrode geometry for the MHD Couette flow in the pFesence of the Hall current and heat 
transfer of a conducting liquid in a rotating system has been studied. 
The flow between two parallel plates with one plate moving (Couette flow) is of general interest. Pail, . 
Lehnert2 and Bleviss3 have considered the magnetohydrodynamic Couette flow and heat transfer. Sherman 
and Sutton4 extended this problem to include the influence of the loading factor. Jana, Datta and Mazumder5 
have studied the hydromagnetic Couette flow in a rotating frame of reference. However, in an ionized. gas, 
when the strength of tlie magnetic field is very strong, one cannot neglect the effects of Hall current. 
The object of the present study is to exfend the work of Jana, Datta and Mazumders by including both 
the effects of Hall current as in the works of Sato6, Yaminishi7 and Sherman and Sutton4 and the loading 
factor as in Sherman and Sutton4, but the discussion will be limited to the influence of the loading factor K 
only. 
In general, the open or short circuited methods depending on K = 1 or 0 are used to analyse generators, 
pumps and metres in flow problems and form the groundwork for the MHD generator ,analysis, 
B A S I C  E Q U A T I O N S  A N D  I T S  S O L U T I O N S  
Consider the steady Couette flow of an electrically conducting fluid between two infinite paradel plates 
' 
when the fluid and the plates rotate with an angular velocity i2 in unison about an axis normal to the plates. 
A uniform magnetic flux Bo acts normal to the plates parallel to the z-axis i.e., it is assymed to be enerated by 
either an air-core solenoid or an, electromagnet with a saturizted iron core. The xy-plane coinci es with the 
stationary plate and the plate z = d moves with a uniform velocity Uo in the x-direction. A 1 suming the 
flow quantities are independent of x ahd y, the equations of motion and energy are given by , 
d2 V* 252~" = v  -- Jx* Bo 
dzz P 
2 Jx*2 -+ J,*2 O =  K- dzz pc, P U ~ P  
3 3 
where u*, v, Jx*2, J,*2 are the x, y components of the velodty of the fluid v and the current density J res- 
pectively, v the kinematic co-efficient of viscosity, p the fluid density, u the thermal diffusivity, ,U the 
viscosity, a the electrical conductivity of the fluid and c, the specific heat at constant pressure. 
The current density components follow from the modified Ohm's law (See Cowlings), ignoring the 
electron pressure and the ion slip, - - 
-+ -f 3 1 3 3  
J = . ( E + V X B - - J X B )  ne I ' (4) 
+ 
where n is the number density of electrons, - e the electron charge, B (B*,, B*,, Bo) the magnetic induction 
3 
. vector and E {E,* = CI, E,* = C2, E,* (2)) the electri'c field relative to the rotating frame. 
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It follows from equation (4), 








Equations (1) and (2) with the values of J,* and J,* substituted from equatiws (5) .and (6) assume the 
following forms : 
d2U + 
- E V =  - M2 [ E ~ - U + ~ ( E X + Y ) ] '  * 
dv2 1 + m2 csr 
in terms of the non-dimensional variables deked  by 
q = zld, (U, V,  0) = (a*, v*, 0)lUo 
{ EX, E,, Ez (7) ) = (EX*, E,*, Ez*)JUo BO 
M2 (Hartmann numbei) = Bo2 d2 (ulpv) 
E (Ekman number) = 2Qd2/v 
' (bx, by ,  1) = (BX*, B,", B~)/Bo 
(j,, j,, 0) = (Jx*, Jy*, Q)laUoBo 
R ,  (magnetic Reynolds number) = o pe UO d 
where pe is the magnetic permeability. 
Equations (7) and (8) are to be solved subject to the boundary conditions : 
- 
U = V = O  a t q = O a n d ' U = l ,  V = O  a t q = 1  (1 1) 
For simplicity, it is assumed E,=O and E, =K(mnstant), tkiloa&-ng factor. Physically there is a differ:' 
ent potential over qch'electrode and the electrodes are infinitely far apart so that there are no variations in the 
x-direction and that there is a constant potential over each electrode, supposed to be made of materials of in- 
k i t e  electrical conductivity and the electrodes are infinitely far apart so that there are no variations in the 
y-direction. - 
It should be noted that Ez (q) can be calculated after the solutions for flow velocity and induced magnetic 
field are obtained. Further, it must be noted that w k n  E, is a function of q, this implies that the lines of 
constant potential in the plane of the electrodei &e curved. Accordingly, the finely segmented electrodes 
mentioned earlier must be considered curved, the curvature being calculable once the solution has been 
derived. 
Under these assumptions and in terms of q = U + i V, equations (8-9) can be written as 
\ 
d2 4 
--(a0 + i ( ~ +  PO)) 4 = -.a ~ ( 1  + m) 
dv2 (12) 
The boundary conditions of equation (1 1) hecome 
q = 0, at q = 0, and q = 1,:at q = 1 (13) 
where - 
a0 = M2/1 + m2, Po = M2 mll + m2 (14) 
Solving equation (12), su'bject to equation (13), we get 
sinh (hl 7) 4 = - M2 K (, + im) ( sinh (hi 7) + ~ i n h  { h ~  (1 ,- 7)) sinh ( h ~ )  (1 fl m2) h12 sinh (hl) L - 
- 
- 
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- 
where 
hl = a f iB 
Since weiare primarily interes$ed to bring the influence of the hading factor K, we haye taken the other 
parameters as fixed. Moreover, their influence on the flow problems has already been reported in literature by 
Jana, Datta and Mazumde15 and Sat04 etc. - ~b&u<hout the $iscussion we have taken M 2  = 7, m = 1, 
E = 3 a n d  K =  0, 0.5 and 1.0. - - -  
Separating equation (15) into real and imaginary parts, the expressions for the primary velocity U and 
the sedondary velocity Vhave been obtained. Since the expressions are too unwieldy, their graphical solutions 
are presented in Figs,, 1-2. It is observed from these two figures that as the loading parameter K increases, 
both the primarjr'and secondary velocities increase at any point of the fluid in the channel. Further, Fig, 2 
shows that there is a flow reversal for the secondary flow for 11 = 1.0. The critical value at which such a 
reversal takes place is'estimated to be K = 0.82612 for M2 = 7. 
where -- - I 
a = ii K /I a20 +' ( E  + B,.J~ ] ; 6 = a0 -I- m (E + PO) 
- .  - 
- 
- "  
c = E +  Po--indo . "'1 (i 8) 
. - -  
The values of r from the above equation have been'entered in ~ a b l i  1. 1t i~concluded thatthe rkultant 
shear stress increases with an increase in the loading factor. ' 
Fig. 3-Current dgnsity components. Fig. &Magnetic field components. 
H E A T  T R A N S F E R  
We have to solve the energjl equation (3) subject to the boundary conditions for T as 
T = T o  at z = O a n d  T -  TI at z = d  (22) 
where To and Tl (TI > T;) denote the uniform temperatures of the stationary and the moving plabs 
respectively. \ 
- - - Ec (Eck'er4 number)- = Vo2/el, (TI - To) C 
inequation (3), we get on using equations ( 5 )  and (6). 
d~ e 
-= - pr Ec dq d i  
d?p. [- ztrl , - - -+ac (  dq n 9 - - ~ ( q + $ + ~ ~ ) ]  (24) 
where - 
I q =  U - - i V  - .- - .  
The boundary conditions in equatioa (22) become 
e(o)  = 0, $(I)  = 1. (25) 
i46 
- 
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ation (25), the equation (24) has been solved. The expressioa for 9 is quite lengthy and 
graphical solution in Fig. 5 for fixed values of ~ 2 , '  m, E mentioned earlier and for 
.5. It shows that close to the plate r]  = 0 the temperature increases as K increases while it 
decreases close to 17 = 1 as K increases. 
-4--@ ~ 2 ( 2  a B R -  U O S )  + * E J ( Z U  / ~ K P - U O  A) + -* ~ ~ ( Z d j 3  A + d 0 K p )  - D1 .. .. a2 L)2 
\ 
- 
- ( G B D L + ~ ; ~ ~ ; L  + ( ~ + ~ j - . f  2 ~ 0 & ( i > ) = q ; 8 j f + ' 2 " " ( 2 . ; ~ + ~ ~ ~ )  DZ 
(eosh(2a)-cos(2/3) + G B D N + u ~ H B N - ~ ( ~ u ~ ~ K P - ~ ~ A )  1 )  D2 ( cosh ( ' 2 ~ )  - cos (2p) 11- - - (26) 
where 
1 B=-, .D= a a + p2, L = (1 - a b)2 + a2 c2 - 4u2 p 2  
N=a2(bz .+  c2), Q = K2-2a-b K, ,!$ = a c ( 1  -A?) 
R =  a b ( 1 , f  K ) - K - a 2 ( b 2 + ~ 2 ) ,  P = a c ,  A = Kab-a2(b2$  c2) 
G - f12 cosh (22) - a2 cos (2/3), H = /32 cosh (2u) f a2 cos (2,9), 
H3 = B sinh ( 2 ~ )  + a sin (2p), A1 = C cosh u sin /3 + Psinh a cos 8, 
A2 = C sinh ~ r .  cos /3 - P cosh u sin p, 
H2 = /3 sinh (2u) - a sin (2/?), HI = ct sinh (2u) + /3Isin (2/?), 
E3 = a sinh a cos /3 + p cosh a sin 8, 
Ed = a cash ct sin /3 - /3 sinh a cos By 
C = a b -a2(b2 + ~ 2 ) .  I (27) 
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It is seen from equation (26) that w h i n  Ec = Ec*, where 
cash (2u) - ( 2 g )  = 2,  B B  D L H3 + 4  a ,k3 B  D  (a  AI + B A2) + 2 ct 8 a0 B  L Ha + . r 
, Pr Ec* 
2d + ~ . ~ ~ o B ( B A ~ - ~ A I )  f ~ 0 ( ~ + ~ ) ( c o s h ( 2 ~ ) - c o s ( 2 ~ ) ) +  -2- D2 HI ( 2 a B ~ + d , , ~ ) +  
, 
'+ .-??!?- ~ 2 ( 2  ct/3 R -  ' L O S ) + * E ~ ( ~ ~ ~ P K - ~ O A )  +- 
0 2  D2 4d0 E 4 ( 2 d / 3 A + d a K P ) -  0 2  
{ cosh (2.) - cos  (28)  I 
then there is no flow of heat either from the plate to the fluid o r  from the fluid to the plate. 
Further, for Ec< Ec*, the heat flows from the upper plate to the fluid, while it flows from the fluid to the 
, 
upper plate for Ec > Ec*. I 
The rate of  heat transfer at the moving plate and the critical Eckert number have been entered in Tables 
2  and 3 respectively fo r  fixed values of 1442, m, E, Fr and E c  mentioned earlier. As K increases, it is concluded 
that both the rate of heat transfer at the moving plate and the critical Eckert number increase. 
&* TABLE 2 ' - 
- 
RATE OF HEAT TRANSFER 11 AT THE MOVING PLATE 
K - .. 0 0.5 1 .0  
h 0.369755 0.755465 0.801731 
-- 
T A B ~  3 
CRITIGAL- ECKERT NUMBER Ec* 
K 0 0.5 1 .O 
I Ec* 0.793300 2.044401 2.521352 
- 
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